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zs syringae pv. syringae

Brown Spot of Snap Bean:
In 1959, 1, E. Crosse published the
rather revolutionary finding that Pseudornonas syringae pv. morspnmomm, the
causal agent of bacterial canker and leaf
spot of stone-fiuit trees, couId be readiiy
recovered in large numbers from the suxfaces of heaIthy cherry leaves (7). Crosse
suggested that populations of the pathogen
on healthy cherry leaf surfaces, rather than
those in leaf spot lesions, were the main
source of ~noculum for the infection of
stems and branches in autumn that leads to
canker development. This finding was
revolutionary because phytopathogenic
bacteria had never before been recognized
as coexisting with healthy leaves. That leaf
surfaces are colonized by a diversity of
bacteria was known since the early 1 9 0 s
(Fig. I), but the role of phytopathogenic
bacteria in these microbial communities

had not been recognized previously. The
classical view was that growth of pathogenic bacteria occurred in the ~ntercelPular
spaces of leaves and invariably resulted in
disease; in other words, growth was synonymous with lesion formation. Further.
lesions were considered the likely source
of inocuIurn for foIiar bacterial diseases, as
had been well demonstrated for many
fungal diseases of plants. The terms
"epiphytic" and "res~dent" phase have
k e n used to refer to foliar phytopathogenic bacteria growing on the surface of
healthy plants (7.32). The resident phase
was later expanded to include growth of
microbes on all parts of healthy plants
( i s . , on surfaces, in internal pans, above
and below ground) (33).
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Numerous reports over the past three
decades have svpported the concept that
many pathovars of phytopathogenic bacteria in the F! syringae, Xurzrlromonas
carnpastris, and Clnvihacter micfiiqanense
groups exist as epiphytes on susceptible
host plants (cf. reviews in 15,23). Epiphytic phytopathogens have also been
found on nonhost plants (e.g., weeds) and
resistant cultivars. leading to the suggestion that these populations may serve as
reservoirs of inocvlum for susceptibIe host
plants (cf. 23). Although epiphytic popwlations of phytopathogenic bacteria appear
to be commonly and ubiquitously distnbuted. the quan~iruriveimportance of thcsc
populations in the epidemiology of the
diseases they cause remains somewhat
unresolved (17,25,27).
In the early 1980s. we too decided to
examine the role of epiphytic pathogen
populations in disease development. We
chose to work with PS~?K~U!?TOF?US
vringae
pv. syringa& in relation to bacterial brawn
spot disease on snap bean plants
(PIraseolus vulgaris L.) for a number of
reasons. Wisconsin is the Teading state in
the United States in the production of snap
beans for processing, and bacterial brown
spot is a frequent problem for growers.
Foliar symptoms of the disease are necrotic spots frequently surrounded by a
narrow margin of chlorosis (Fig. 2A1. The
economically important phase of the disease is necrotic lesions on the pods, which
lower the quality of the product (Fig. 28).
Entire fields may not be harvested if the
frequency of pod infections exceeds the
tolerances allowed by food processors. P
s. pv, syringae had been shown to be present as an epiphyte on its host as well as on
nonhost plants (13,35). The ecology of R
s. pv. syringac was also of interest to us
because t! i. pv. syringae is one of only a
few bacterial Species that is capable of ice
nucleation at temperatures only slightly
other
below ooc pig.2 ~ (2,401.
)

words. the bacterium is able to cataty7x
crystallization of supercooled watcr to
form ice. When this happens on frost
sensitivc plants, frost injury rcsults (Fig.
2D) (38-39).
During the 15 years we have studied
this systcrn, our data have led u s to a number of conclusions on the epidemiology of
bacterial diseases that are contrary to the
dogma that existed at the time we began.
Given a strong tendency to be just as dogmatic about our new concepts as others
have been about the older ones. we recently raised 'the question (to ourselves
and our readers) as ro whether the P s. pv.
syringae-snap bean-brown spot synem is
merely a case study or, indeed, a good

Flg. 1. Scannlng electron micrograph of
epiphytic bacteria o n the surface of a
leaf.The photographwas taken by
J. Lindemann and appeared On
cover
of the APS publteatlon, Bldloglcal Controt on the Phytloptane (44).
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model system for general understanding of
the ecology of foliar bacterial pathogens
and the epidemiology of their associated
diseases (27). With this question in mind,
we present s o m of our findings and our
views on the role of epiphytic populations
of F! s. pv. syringa@ in the overall life
strategy of the bacterium and in the epidemiology of bacterial brown spot. While
the focus is on I? s. pv. syringae and disease. it is important to keep in mind that
this bacterium is but one component of
microbial communities associated with
leaves (Fig. 3). A thorough understanding
of the ecology of I! s. pv. syringae wilI
q u i r e knowledge of the dynamics of
phyllosphere bacterial communities in
general.

Variability in Population Sizes
of P. syringae: Boon or Bane
for Research?
Each leaf or leaflet may be viewed as an
individual habitat for bacterial coionization. The canopy of a crop in a large field
is cornpod of millions of Ieaves or leaflets (Fig. 4), An issue that arose early in
our research efforts was Row to describe

the numbers tine., population sizes) of
bacteria that are pment on populations of
leaves. When we measured bacteria on
several individual leaves from a number of
different canopies, we found great leaf-toleaf variability, as had Crosse (7). This
variability is i1lustrate.d in Figure 5, where
each petri dish represents the population
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type of asymmetrical frequency distributie-the lognormal (21). A useful outcome of knowing that bactmial populations are lognormally distributed i s that we
can take the logarithm of the original
measurements (i.e., CFU per leaflet), and
the log-transformed values (i.e.. IogloCFU
per leaflet) are seen to follow the wellknown norma1 distribution. lshirnaru et al.
(30) subsequently reported that the
Weibull distribution providd a better fit
than the Iognormal to the distribution of
epiphytic populations of X eatnpesfn'spv.
phaseoli on bean leaflets. Since our original report (21), we have examined more
than 100 data sets and found that for some
sets, the Weihll provided a better fit than
the lognormal. In more cases, however. the
lognormal was superior. Most impmantly,
nearly all of the sets could k modeled
adequately by one or the other of these
closely related frequency distributions.
Why is it important to be able to describe the variabiIity in bacterial popula-

Fig. 3. Plgrnented baeterlal culanlw on
Klng's Medlum 8. Tho bactefla were
m o v e d from a bean leaffel by wmhlng.
The leaflet was taken from a bean plant
grown in the fleld. Pseudomonas syrlngae is represented by the single large
gmnlsh colony. The very small plnk
colonies am plnk-plgmenteu 1acurtanw
methylotrophs (PPFM) ol the genus
Methylobacterfum.

.

Rg. 2. (A) Fotlar and (B) pod symptoms of bacterial bmvm spot dlsame on snap bean
plnnts mused by Pseudamonss syrlnpe pv. sMngae. (C) An Ice nucleation went
occurred in the test tube on the rlght due to the larger numbers of Ice n u d d o n actlve R s@npe present on the leal. (D) Frost injury to corn due to a natural radlativa
frost Photograph taken by D. C. Amy.
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size of R syringue from an individual rye
leaf. We wonder4 if there might be useful
information in this variability.
It turned out that numbers of bacteria
(expressed as CFU or colony-forming
units per leaf) varied among leaves in a
way that couId be described by a particular

Flg. 4. Populnllons of leal hrblcata In a
snap bean canopy. How can w best
deswtbe numbeta of epiphytle hcterla
that am present on populations ol
leaves In a ddd?

tion sizes arrmng populations of leaves?
Why would any plant pathologist be interested in the arcane process of describing
variability at ail? The reason is simple.
elegant, and of great practical importance,
One important example of the utility of
such information is based on the fact that
both the lognormal and the Weibull are
skewed distributions. Hence, when leaves
are bulked to form a single sample (s
common practice in the 1960s and 1970s),
the estimated population parameam may
be erroneous (21). Further, the variance
will usually be underestimated from replicate bulked samples. Thus, statistical
analysis of bacterial population sizes based
on bulked sarnpIes from skewed distributions may Iead to the conclusion that
means are significantly diffemt, regardless of whether or not they actually are
different (31). And all because the experimental dsign ignored the appropriate
model for variability among population
sizes of bacteria on populations of leaves.
Another, perhaps more important, example comes from the epidemiology of
foliar bacterial diseases. The Iognormd
and Weibull are closely related two-parameter probability distribution functions.
Thus, the entire distribution of bacterial
population sizes across a field can be
summarized by only two parameters (for
example, the mean and variance of the
normally dishihted log-transformed
measurements). In the presence of great
leaf-to-leaf variability in bacterial population sizes, we may miss important events
on the vast majority of leaves if we think
only in terms of the "average leaf." To
illustrate this point, consider the distribution of population sizes of R syringw on
bean leaflets in two fields, as shown in

Rg, 5, Q u a d m l v ~wRjablltty In popuhtlon
8
k
a
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o
l
~
~
vidual rye h w s Eaeh pWi repan
equivalent dllutlon horn mshings of
dltferent Indlvidunl lleId+rown rye lave%.

Figure 6. The average of the l ~ g , ( ~ r n s - 1W3to I@'). it is not zero. Thus, in mntrast
fonned pathogen population sizes is the
with a threshold model, we might e x p t
same in fields A and B (about 5.0 exthat in a large field at least a few leaves with
pressed as log ClW per leaflet). However,
one bacterial d l per leaf wiIl become disthe population variances are different (2.5
eased. Likewise, we might expat that
versus 0.23). Would the expectation be
slightly more laves with two bacterial cells
that similar amounts of brown spot disease
per leaf will become d i d . In general,
are likely to develop in the two fields?
we might expect that, given any number of

Quantitative Relationship
Between Popuiatlon Sizes
of P.s.pv. syrlngae and Brown
Spot Disease Incidence
Given that l? x pv. sytingue grows in
association with healthy leaves, is there a
relationship between the number of pathogenic bacteria on a particular leaf and the
probability that the leaf will bmrne diseased? Can we relate numbers of epiphytic
pathogenic bacteria on leaves to subsequent disease incidence or severity? Further, can we use the model describing the
variability in population sizes as part of a
more inclusive model that relates bacterial
numbers to the amount of subsequent disease? As a starting p i n t for this discussion,
consider the hypothetical case in which
disease is nw a linear function of bacterial
numbers. Suppose disease always occurs
when at Itast a threshold number of bacteria, for example 10' CFU per leaflet, is present on a bean leaflet, but never when numbas of bacteria are below the thmhdd
value. If th threshold model accurately
predicts disease incidence and if we assume
the thteshold to h lo4 CFU p r leaflet, then
the expected disease incidences for the hypothetical sirnations shown in Figure 6
w i d be roughly 67% for field A (i.e.,
pathogen populations are gmter than the
threshold on two-thirds of the leafietg) and
1CU% for field B (i.e., pathogen populations
are grater than the threshold on all leaflets
sampled). Note that disease incidence would
differ in the two fields even though the
mean pathogen population sizes are similar.
This is because of the different variance or
variability in pathogen populations on individual leaflets in the two fields. Indeed, in
field experiments, Lindemann a al. (36)
found that mean pathogen population sizes
were not predictive of bmwn spot disease
incidence. However, the frequencies with
which epiphytic population sizw of R s. pv.
syringae were equal to or greater than a
threshold of 10'on asymptomatic individual
bean leaflets w a x predictive of disease (36).
According to the threshold model, the
pmbabdity tha a leaf will btMme dig&
is either 0 (no disease) or 1 (disease present), depending on whether the number of
bacteria on that leaf is below or above a
given value, the threshold. Intuitively, it
m s likely that this scenario is only a first
approxim&on to reality. On the basis of
infdvity titration studies done under wowe know that an individotrollednconditions,
~
ual W e r i a l cell can cause visible disease
(11,12). Although in many cases the probability of this occurring is quite srnall (t.g.,

bacterial cells on a I d , we could determine
the probability of disease on that leaf. Indeed, the probit function does precisely this:
given the number of bmerial cells, n, on a
Id,
the probit function gives the pmbabiIity of disease on that Imf (cf. I 1.1 2). This
probability is denoted p(d 1 n). Note that for
the threshold model, p(d I n) = 0 if n is bp
low the threshold, whiIe p(d I n) = I if n is
abave the threshold For the probit model,
p(d 1 n) is a smoothly increasing function
that goes from 0 to 1 as n increases.
Rouse et al. (41) combined the probit
model with the lognormal model for bacterial numbers to give a more comprehensive
model for the probability of disease in a
given field. This model can be expressed in
the form:
P(disease)= j & ~ ) ~ (Idn ) dn
The equation says that the probability of
disease in a field P(disease) can be expressed in terms of the probability of a leaf
having a particular numhr of bacteria p(n)
multiplied by the probability of disease
occurring on that I d e t given that particular
number of bacteria p(d I n), The quantity
Rdisease) is given by the i n k g d of this
product. Again, the probability p(n) is det e d n c d by the lognormal distribution, and
Ihe probability p(d 1 n ) i s given by the probit
model. This probit-lognormal model was
m e d with data from replicated field plots
in which a range of l? s. pv. syringae poplation siza had & achiwad by Mrious
treatments (41). The model was used to
estimate the dose of inoculum that c o r n
sponded to a brown spot disease incidence
of 50% (LC, EDSo value). Under field conditjons, these values were approximately 3 x
Id C ~ Tper
J leaflet (41).
Both of thme examples, one as simple as
understanding how to compare bacterial
populations in diffmnt canopies (tg., Ag.
6), the other as powetful as a clear quantitarive relationship between bacterial numben
and subsequent disease (eg., probitlognormal m&l). require use of h e information contained in the variability in bacte
rial population sizes among populations of
leaves. Is variability a boon or a bane for
research on this system? We do know that it
is an intrinsic pan of the system that needs
to be considwerl--inde& carefully exam
ined in the process of studying the relationships between bacteria and plants.

Spatial Patterns in P. s. pv.

syrlngae PopuhtIons and
Bacterial Brown Spot Disease
The probit-lognormd~mdelof Rouse et
al. (41) provides an important link bePlant Dlsease / N m mber 1995 1087

tween P s. pv. syringae population sizes
and disease incidence. For example, with
some level of confidence, it permits the
forecasting of disease incidence in a region
based on bacterial population numbers.
Moreover, we thought that the model
could be used to understand spatial patterns of disease. Specifically, it would
seem that spatial patterns in disease could
be predicted. via the probit-lognormal
model, from spatiat pattems in epiphytic
pathogen population sizes. If this is not
true. ihen it might be that other factors, for
example aspects of the environment, may
have an effect on the likelihood of disease
given pathogen population sizcs. In either
case, there seemed to us to be clear motivation to study spatial pattems in this system, and the casiest place to start was with
patterns of disease.
We started studying spatial patterns of
brown spot disease by looking at disease
incidence per plant in short 15 rn) row
segrncnts (28) (Rg.7). This represents a
fairly detailed sampting scale. since it
really amounts to trying to understand
spatial pattems from plant to plant. Given
our findings on the necessity of studying
bacterial population variation on a Ieaf-toleaf scale, this fine scale of spatial pattern
study seemed appropriate. 11 required,
however, the use of tools not commonfy
found in phytopathology. Specifically, we
madc much use of Auto-Regressive Moving Averagc (ARMA) models--a family of
models frequently used in the study of
time series data (3). An example of such a
model is given by the formula:

Y,= #Y,., + E, - 6&., + S
Here. Y,represents the (suitably transformed) disease incidence for a plant at
position I in the row. (So, fos example, Y d a
represents the amount of disease on the
42nd plant in !he row segment under
study.) The term E, represents an "error"
term, much like the error term in a regression model. The ARMA model above says
that Y,. the amount of disease on a given

plant. can be related to Y,.,,the amount of
disease on its neighbor to the left, by a
coefficient #. Also tnvolved in the relationship is E,, the ermr term for the Rh plant,
and the ermr term for the neighbor E,.~.
The latter term is related to Y, by a coefficient 0. The mastant d can be related to
the mean amount of disease. Note that this
model is not "mechanistic" in the sense
that the disease level for a given plant Y,
probably depends on the level of disease
for its neighbors at positions r - I and t +
I. and perhaps in adjacent rows. Nonetheless, the ARMA model might still be usefuI in terms OF being "descriptirf': it helps
to summarize the pattem of disease values
and also helps in the formulation of statistical tests of randomness.
Indeed, after studying several cultivars
in several locations over many years, we
found that the vast majority of spatiat patterns of brown spot could be described in
terms of ARMA models such as the one
above (4,28,29). These models suggested
at least two "scales" of spatial pattern
within 5-m row segments, both of which
are itlustrated in Figure 7. The first is a
general "undulating" pattem, which can be
seen in the overall Increases (e.g., around 1
and 4.75 rn) and decreases in disease. The
undulating pattern is suggestive of regionalized patches of disease (and modeled by the component @Y,.!). The second
is a "jagget' pattern, suggesting that
plants with high amounts of disease tend
to have neighbors within the row that have
relatively lower amounts of disease, and
vice versa. This corresponds to the term
Oc., in the model. The jagged paitem can
be seen by comparing the disease incidence on adjacent plants in Figure 7.
To look at spatial patterns over larger
scales and across rows. we have had to
apply a variety of different sampling and
analysis methods (4,5.291. The most
elaborate of these is cyclic sampling:
within a row segment of 1,550 plants
(distanoe ranged from 65 to 147 m), we
number the plants and divide them up into
contiguous subsegments, each containing

Log cfuAeallet

Fig. 6. Frequency distrfbutlons of populatlon shes of Pseudomones syrlngae
on indlvldual leaflets from each of two
hypothetlcal bean fieids. The mean F? s.
pv. syrlngae populstlon size for both
sets of leaflets is approxlrnately 5.0 log
CFU per leaflet. The variances are 2.5 for
field A (closed circles) and a.23 for Ileld
B (open circles).
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Flg. 7. Nonrandom spatlal pattern fn
brown spot disease Inddence. Each
datum point represents the proportlon
of diseased leaflets per plant The number of leaflets per plant ranged from 4 to
66 with a medlan of 23 leaflets.

31 plants. Then we sample the plants at
positions 2,5,7, 11, 25, and 26 in each of
these subsegments. This sampling plan
pwmits us to learn about spatial pattems
on a larger scale (up to 147 m) while conserving sampling effort and costs. Jnterestin&. rhe cyclic samplings revealed nonrandom spatial pattems in which brown
spot disease was seen to occur at a regularity of every 400 to 600 plants (i.e.,
every 20 to 40 m) (4). Hence, we have
found nonrandom patterns in disease that
occur at several different scales within a
given bean field.
The nonrandom spatial patterns in disease lead immediately to the question o f
the nature of the spatial pattems in epiphytic pathogen population sizes and
whether the latter can be- used to predict
the former. Because determination of R s.
pv. syringae population sizes on every
leaflet of every plant within even a single
5-m row segment by dilution plating i s a
daunting task (i.e., the number of samples
may be as large as 2,0001,we used an ice
nucleation assay (22) to indirectly assess
population sizes of r! s. pv. syringae on
every leaflet of mature bean plants. The
assay is based on the ability of P s. pv.
syringa@ to cause the formation of ice at
temperatures just betow O°C, as previously
noted (see Fig. 2C). The larger the population size of ice nucleating P s. pv. s p i n gae on a leaflet. the greater the likelihood
that a nucleation event will occur at temperatures around -2 to -2,YC. We have
used the assay in previous experiments to
successfully predict retative amounts of
brown spot disease (22). Similar to disease. nonrandom spatial patterns in ice
nucleation activity that could be described
by ARMA models wese detected within 5m raw segments of mature bean plants
(10). We have aIso examined spatial patterns of P. s. pv. syringae populations
during the early development of bean
seedlings (10,181. Bean seeds were inoculated with a rifampicin-marked strain of l?
s. pv. syringae at the time of planting.
Immediately after planting and 1,2,4, and
9 days later, every seed within replicated
5-m row segments was carefully dug up,
and population sizes of the marked strain
were determined by dilution plating. The
spatial patterns of R s. pv. syringae were
random on seeds sampled immediately
after planting. Interestingly, the pattems
wese found 20 be nonrandom by thc next
day. The nonrandom spatial pattems, however, were ephemeral. By day 2 the patterns in P s. pv. syringae population sizes
were once again random. Our current
thought is that soil moisture and possibly
other environmental factors may be possible causes of the spatial pattems observd
on germinating bean seeds.
Where does this leave us with our understanding of the relationship between
epiphytic pathogen population sizes and
disease? The similarity in spatial patterns

of disease and in R s,pv, syringae population sizes is intriguing. Could it be that
patterns in bacterial numbers are established very early in the growing season,
and that these are manifest later in the
season as patterns in disease? We think the
process might be more complicatd than
that, but it nonetheless remains at least a
curiosity that the patterns are so similar.
Unfortunately, the destructive sampling
necessary for determination of bacterial
numbers precludes direct comparison of
spatial pattems in I? s. pv, syringae populations and subsequent disease on the same
leaves.
Knowing that disease occurs in a nonrandom fashion within a field has an impact on the effectiveness of various sampling procedures (4). For example, if a
commercial processor is sampling a bean
field to estimate disease levels to decide
whether to bypass a field for harvest, then
a precise estimate of disease incidence is
critical for making that judgment. However, if the disease (such as brown spot)
occurs in a spatially nonrandom fashion,
typical sampling approaches might not be
appropriate. In pnicular, a simple random
sample can result in mean estimates of
disease incidence that are more variable
than estimates based on some other sampling plans. More specificajly, when a
disease exhibits the types of spatial patterns we have seen for brown spot, then a
systematic sampling plan can be superior
(4)-

Dynamics of R s.pv. syringae
Populations
If the amount of disease in a canopy
follows directly from the numbers of bacteria that are present on individual leaves,
then the processes that influence bacterial
numbers on leaves might be considered the
driving forces in the epidemiology of the
disease. Following this line of reasoning,
we may ask: How rapidly can these large
populations become established? What
factors favor the buildup of the large
pathogen population sizes that place the
bean canopy at hazard to disease? Additionally, the occurrence of nonrandom
spatial patterns of disease raises the related
question of the nature of the spatial patterns in pathogen population sizes and
how such patterns arise. These types of
questions are encompassed within the
broader framework of seeking an understanding of the extent to which the processes of growth, death, immigration, and
emigration contribute to pathogen popwlation sizes at any given time, and the physical and biotic factors that influence the
rates with which these population processes occur. In our experimental approach
to studying the dynamics of P s. pv. syringae populations, we have placed great
emphasis on the issues of time frame (Len,
time scaled to the relatively short generation times exhibited by bacteria) and of

conducting experiments under field conditions in order to understand the dynamics
of P s, pv. syringae as it occurs naturally
(cf. 19,23-27).
Temporal changes in I! s, pv. syringae
population sizes. In our earlier experiments on the relationship between pathogen population sizes and disease, we
sampld leaflets at 3- or 4-day intervals
(22,411. While this sampling frequency
was adequate to address the questions
asked at the time, it became apparent that
sampling on such a time frame was masking the inherent dynamics of F! s. pv. syringus populations. We assumed at the
time, as others had before, that growth of
P s. pv. syringaa on bean leaves in the
field would more likely occur during the
night than the day. At night, moisture
would be present on leaves when dew
formed, relative humidity would be high,
solar radiation would be nil, and temperatures would not be excessively high. To
confirm this assumption and with the loftier goal of obtaining estimates of rates of
change in population sizes under field
conditions, we decided to monitor population sizes of R s, pv. ~yringae"around the
clock" by sampling every 2 hours during
each of three nonconsecutive days (24)Population sizes o f f ! 3. pv. syringac increased 5.8-fold during the first of these
24-hour periods. In the second (Fig. gb),
population size of I! s. pv. syringne decreased during the day and then increased
during the night, more or less as we had
expected. However, because the increase
that occumd at night was of the same
approximate size as the decrease that occ u d during the day, no net increase occurred as would be neoessary for development of the large population sizes that
result in disease. In the third %hour period (Fig. gB), we found what we were
looking for but not what we expected.
That is to say, we observed a large incmse
in population sizes of P s. pv. syringa%
but the increase continued throughout a
day that was characterized by intense solar
radiation, absence of free moisture on the
leaf surfaces, and low relative humidity;
conditions that were generally assumed to
be unfavorable for growth of leaf-associated bacteria. The size of this increase (28fold) in numbers off? s. pv, syringae in 24
hours was orders of magnitude larger than
the largest amount of bacterial immigration measured on a single day over a 3year period (37). Hence, the increase was
attributed to bacterial multiplication. We
estimated an overall doubling time of approximately 4.9 hours from 0900 at the
start of the experiment to 0900 the next
day. During this period, it appeared that
doubling times could have been as short as
3.3 and 1.9 hours from 1700 to 2300 and
from OlQO to 0700,respectively (Fig. 8B).
From these experiments we learned that (i)
an appropriate sampling frequency will
allow est~mationof rates of change in

bacterial population sizes under field
conditions, (ii) growth rates of T1 s. pv.
syringae in association with bean leaflets
in thd field may on occasion be of magnitude similar to those measured in broth
cultures in the laboratory ( 4 3 , and (iii) the
assumption that growth of f? s. pv. syringac in association with leaves would not
occur during the Rot, sunny, dry daytime
was clearly i n c o m t .
Hourly changes in population sizes of P
s. pv. syringae sum to daily changes,
which in turn result in seasonal trends. By
sampling "around the clock," we saw examples of scenarios that might lead to no,
small, or large net daily changes in P s. pv,
syringae population sizes. To examine how
such daily changes may fit together to
determine the seasonal dynamics of l? a
pv. syringac, we measured population
sizes of 19 s. pv. syringac on sets of individual bean leaflets which were collected
either 5 or 3 days per week throughout the
life span of the bean crop (19). Rates of
change in I! s. pv, syringne population
sizes can only be inferred from such a
sampling frequency. Nonetheless, with
sirnuEtaneous measuremenw of daily
changes in I! s, pv. syringat population
sizes. various parameters of the physical
environment, host phenology, and brown
spot disease incidence, we couFd begin to
understand the extent to which pathogen
population dynamics are affected by a
number of abiotic and biotic factors. Our
data include results from 11 plantings of
beans representing two cultivars that differ
in susceptibility to brown spot and span a

Time of day

Flg. 8. BI-hourly changes In population
sizes of Psevdomonas syrlngae on snap
bean leaffets. Bacterial population sizes
were estimated for each of 30 IndlvIdual
bean leaflets per sampling time. Tha

the means and standard errors
for each set of 30 leaflets collected on
(A) 58 to 59 days aRer planting and (5)
44 to 45 days after plantlng (24).
data are
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and X. cumpestris (8,13,14,43). The
accepted explanation for the association of
disease outbreaks with intense rains is that
rain splash disseminates bacteria! pathogens to susceptible tissue. After the pathogen has been d i s p ~ s e dto inoculumdefident leaves or plants, disease follows. T h i s
classical explanation is inconsistent with
our findings for the f! s. pv. syringa+
brown spot system in two ways. First,
detectable populations of I! s. pv. syhgae
may be found on nearly all of the leaves in
a bean canopy in the absence of disease.
me model discussed above states this in a
more formal way.) Hence, dispersal of R s.
pv. syringae (by rain splash or any other
way) may merely move the pathogen to
leaves on which it already resides. Second,
although horizontal movement of leaf
surface bacteria due to splash dispersal
does occur during rain (13,37), this proc-

gae

ess is very inefficient. Large numbers of
bacteria are washed off of leaf surfaces
during rain, and only a few are redeposited
on leaves. The result i s a net decmase in
population sizes of bacteria on leaves
(6.37). A process that decreases pathogen
population size should decrease, not increase, the hazard of disease. What intense
rain does do i s trigger the onset of rapid
growth of P s. pv. syringae. Although
large numbers of bacteria are removed
from leaves by rain, those that remain
multiply to estabIish the population sizes
that lead to disease. Thus, at least for bacterial brown spot of snap bean, disease
follows rain not because of splash dispersal but because of pathogen multiplication.
Whether the role of rain in outbreaks of
other foliar bacterial diseases i s due to its
effect on the process of pathogen growth,
not immigration (i.e., splash dispersal),
remains to be determined.
Effect of biotic factors on C s. pv. syring# population siaes. The biotic factors that we have found to have an effect
on populations of P s. pv. syringae are
host related. Daub and Hagedom (9) repotted that breeding lines and cultivars of
snap M that differed in relative resistan& to brown spot differed in the epiphytic populations of P s. pv. syringae
that they would support. In a comparison
of the seasonal dynamics of I! s. pv, syringae population sizes on two cultivm hat
differed in susceptibility to brown spot, we
found that the onset of periods of large
increases following intense rains was
similar for both (S. S. Hirano and C. D.
Upper, unpublished). However, the magnitude of the increases was larger for the
susceptible compared to the mderately
resistant cultivar. Hence. host genotype has
a significant effect on populations of P s.
pv. syringae on snap bean. Host phenology
also appears to influence epiphy~icpopulations of I! s. pv. syringae. During flowering, populations of E! s. pv. syringae tend
to decline (Fig. 9B, ca 40 to 45 DAP).
Legard and Schwartz (34) also reported a

simiIar finding. During this phase of plant
development, population increases following rains are frequently tmsimt in nature.
Dispersal and spread of R r. pv. syringae, Thus far, we demonstrated that
growth is the driving force in the development of the P s. pv, syringae populations that lead to disease and that the onset
of gmwth is triggered by intense rains.
However, before growth can occur, immigrants of P s. pv. syringae must arrive an
leaf habitats; immigration is a required
part of the process that leads to bacterial
bmwn spot disease. The literature suggests
many ways that bacteria can move between plants (cf, 42). In addition to splash
dispersal by rain (or irrigation), movement
has been shown to mcur by aerosols generated during dry, sunny, windy weather,
by human activities, and by aerosols dispersed into the troposphere followd by
atmospheric scrubbing by rain (cf.
6,37,42). Dispexsal between plant generations may be accomplished by bacteria
surviving on seeds, on plant debris, or on
other living plant material.
The literature is much less clear about
which of these various routes make important quantitative contributions to successful spread of the bacteria. For the past few
years, we have been working to determine
the quantitative importance of immigration
retative to growth in determining population size of FI s. pv. syringae on bean, and
the relative quantitative importance of the
various possible dispersal mutes. These
studies are as yet incomplete, and most of
the conclusions that we have made are
quite tentative. Our current view is that all
of the possible routes of dispersal may be
quantitatively important at one time or
another. But the relative importance of the
various dispersal routes probably depends
very heavily on weather, stage of plant
growth, and scale (in both time and space).
For example, rain splash i s probably unimportant at distances beyond one or a few
meters but may be very important for deIivering the initial inoculum to new1y
emerged leaves from older leaves on the

Flg. to. ModlflcatJon of me environment
wlth polyethylene shelters and Inert
fiberglass screens. The shelters were
used 1shleld bean plants from raln; the
screens were used to decrease th8 momentum of rnlndmps as thy passed
through the screen and dripped onto the
plants.

same or adjacent plants. During extended
periods of rainy weather, rain splash may
be the major means of wry local dispersal.
On the other hand, when rain is infrequent,
deposition from aerosols may effectively
move bacteria very short distances. Washout of airborne bacteria onto crop canopies
by rain is probably only a minor contributor in terms of numbers of bacteria delivered, but it has the potential to function at
distances of hundreds or even thousands of
kilometers. Thus. it may be important in
the delivery of the first bacterium of a
particular strain in a given field.
One of the points that has emerged from
our research is the rapid infestation of very
young bean plants with R s, pv. syringae
(18,201. Commercial bean seed is quite
clean. In most cases, infestation rates are
one seed in several hundred or lowcx Yet,
given wet conditions during germination
and emergence, E s. pv, syringae can be
isolated from a relatively large proportion
of first trifoliolate leaves in large plantings. Somehow the bacteria have spread
fmm the few infested seeds (and other
sources in the local environment) to all of
the plants in an entire field quite rapidly
(20). We know that I? s. pv. syringae
grows very rapidly on germinating bean
seeds in the field (18) and that primary
leaves are heavily infested if s d b o m e
bacteria are present. The surprising finding, however, has been I hat the bacteria
may spread more than 6 m within the first
2 days aftw plant emergence (20). The
most likely candidate for moving bactwia
this distance soon after emergence is insects (16). Almost any insect that is active
in the plant canopy when leaves are wet
(frequent1y at or shortly after sunrise) may

Fig. 11. An I n M (GlIs~mchllus
quaMsIgnatus)was trappd In a stwlle
empty petrl dish exposed In a bean can.
opy In the early mornlng when leaves
were WMwith dew. The trapped Insect
was transferred to a petrl dish contslnIng an appropriate medlum and allowed
to walk over the surface of the medlum.
The white colonhas are Pseudomones
syrlnm
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move F! s. pv. syringac. Figure 11 shows
an insect "caught in the act" of spreading
P s. pv. sysingac to a petri plate. This insect landed on a petri plate in a bean field
slightly after sunrise, while the leaves were
still wet with dew. When leaves are dry
during the day, insects appear not to be an
effective mechanism for dispersal of P s.
pv. syringae. They may walk on petri
plates but do not leave a trail of 'bacteria.
We are currently investigating the relative
quantitative contributions of all the various
dispersal mechanisms discussed above
relative to growth of P s. pv. syringae in
the dynamics of P s. pv, syringae populations on bean plants.
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Concluding Remarks
The F! s. pv. syringae-snap bean-brown
spot system bas been an exquisitely rich
and amenable system for investigating the
complexities and dynamics of epiphytic
plant pathogens and the diseases they
cause. While we have learned much, there
remain several unanswered and intriguing
questions. For example: What exactIy arc
the causes of the nonrandom spatial patterns in disease and in pathogen population sizes? What is the mechanism by
which raindrop momentum triggers the
onset of rapid growth of P s. pv. syringae?
What dispersal mechanisms of I? s. pv.
syringac are most important in subsequent
disease development?
With respect to the broader issue of the
role that epiphytic pathogen populations
play in the epidemiology of their associated diseases and whether the P s. pv.
syringae-brown spot system may be
viewed as a model system, our current
perspective may be found in the following
conjecture: The life strategies o f foliar
bacterial pathogens and the epidemiologies of the diseases they cause range along
a continuum from those for which epiphytic populations are the primary source
of inoculum to those for which lesions are
the dominant inoculum source. The conjecture predicts that the relative importance of epiphytic growth and growth in
lesions should differ among foliar bacterial
pathogens and that these differences
should be reflected in the epidemiologies
of the diseases they cause. We speculate
that the P s, pv. syrfngae-brown spot system may fall on that part of the continuum
for which epiphytic populations are the
primary source of inoculum.
Perhaps, whether it is a case study or
model system i s not as important as recognizing that there is much more to the
biology of bacteria such as I? s. pv. syringac than just disease causation, r! s, pv.
syringae may grow for many tens or hundreds of generations in association with
healthy plants without ever causing disease. Although much attention is currently
focused on the mechanisms of pathogenesis by such bacteria, most of the remainder
of their life strategies remains seriously

